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DEVELOP THE CONCEPT

Home Activity Your child learned about contractions. With your child, read an article in a local 
newspaper. Have your child identify the contractions and the words that make up each contraction.

Grammar and Writing Practice Book Unit 4 Week 4 Day 2 73

Contractions
A contraction is a word made by putting two words together. When words are 
joined in a contraction, an apostrophe shows where a letter or letters have been 
left out.

•  Some contractions combine a pronoun and a verb: I + am = I’m; he + is = he’s; 
we + are = we’re; you + will = you’ll; we + will = we’ll; they + are = they’re.

•  Some contractions combine a verb and not: can + not = can’t; is + not = isn’t; 
do + not = don’t; will + not = won’t; are + not = aren’t.

Contractions  They’re swimming in the lake, but I can’t see them.

Directions Write the contraction in each sentence.

 1. Watch the Olympics, and you’ll see some great swimmers. 

 2. The Americans think they’ll win many medals. 

 3. I won’t miss their big race tonight. 

 4. I can’t believe she broke the world record. 

 5. Maybe we’ll swim in the Olympics someday. 

Directions Write the contraction in each sentence. Then write the words that make up 
the contraction.

 6. They’re starting the race. 

 7. Jeremy is in this race, and he’s in the first lane. 

 8. It’s important to get a fast start. 

 9. Isn’t a fast turn important also? 

 10. The other swimmers can’t beat Jeremy. 
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Contractions
Directions Write each sentence. Replace the underlined words with contractions.

 1. I am studying the history of swimming.

 2. I learned about a popular stroke of the 1800s, and it is called the Australian crawl.

 3. Johnny Weismuller, an American swimmer, was not happy with the Australian 
crawl.

 4. He is known for inventing the front crawl.

 5. Now we are all using the front crawl.

Directions Write three sentences about swimming. Use at least two contractions. 
Underline the contractions.

Gertrude Ederle

APPLY TO WRITING

Home Activity Your child learned how to use contractions in writing. Have your child write two 
sentences with contractions about water activities he or she enjoys. Have your child point out the 
contractions.

74 Unit 4 Week 4 Day 3 Grammar and Writing Practice Book 
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Contractions
Directions Mark the letter of the correct contraction for the underlined words.

 1. Swimming is not difficult. 6. Do not forget to breathe right.
  A isnt  A Dont
  B it’s  B Do’nt
  C isn’t  C Don’t
  D is’nt  D Doesnt

 2. You will learn some strokes.  7. Breathing will not be hard for you.
  A You’re  A wasn’t
  B You’ll  B weren’t
  C You’d  C won’t
  D Your  D we’ll

 3. They are your arm movements. 8. Races are not hard either.
  A They’re  A isn’t
  B They’d  B are’nt
  C They’ll  C arent
  D Their  D aren’t

 4. I will show you a kick. 9. We are learning the basic strokes 
A I’d  first.

  B I’m  A We’re
  C Ill  B We’ll
  D I’ll  C We’d
    D Were

  10. Then we will swim in races.
    A we’re
    B won’t
    C we’d
    D we’ll

TEST PREPARATION

Grammar and Writing Practice Book Unit 4 Week 4 Day 4 75

Home Activity Your child prepared for taking tests on contractions. Together sort through the mail and 
have your child find contractions in advertisements and notices.

 5. It is the most popular kick.
  A Its
  B It’s
  C It’d
  D It’ll
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Contractions
Directions Write the contraction in each sentence. Then write the words that make up 
the contraction.

 1. I learned a new swimming stroke, and it’s called the butterfly.

  

 2. Some Olympic swimmers do the butterfly, and they’re really fast.

  

 3. Michael Phelps does the butterfly, and he’s one of the world’s fastest swimmers.

  

 4. I’m learning to do the butterfly gracefully. 

 5. I think you’ll enjoy the butterfly too. 

Directions Write the sentences. Replace the underlined words with a contraction.

 6. I learned the breaststroke, and it was not easy.

 7. I could not move my arms and legs correctly.

 8. My friend Rosa learned the breaststroke too, and she is good at it.

 9. I did not get too far with this new stroke. 

 10. From now on I will stick with the backstroke! 

CUMULATIVE REVIEW

76 Unit 4 Week 4 Day 5 Grammar and Writing Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child reviewed contractions. Ask your child to answer the following questions 
using complete sentences with contractions: Will you go swimming next summer? Would you like to be 
in the Olympics?
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